
   
Fx rates Last High Low % Daily % Weekly % YTD
EUR-USD 1.0664 1.0669 1.0608 0.51 0.20 -0.38
GBP-USD 1.2164 1.2177 1.2102 0.45 1.11 0.67
USD-JPY 132.91 133.76 132.75 -0.62 1.60 -1.35
USD-CHF  0.9245 0.9301 0.9241 -0.52 -0.41 0.00
Commodities Last High Low % Daily % Weekly % YTD
Gold 1930.58 1934.37 1918.34 0.58 3.34 5.84
Silver 21.95 22.01 21.66 1.16 6.86 -8.37
Crude Oil  68.87 69.27 68.07 0.76 -10.19 -14.48
Bitcoin 26093.75 26253.44 24714.50 5.41 21.42 57.77
Etherium 1719.71 1733.54 1658.70 3.61 10.42 43.38
Period
USD LIBOR *

EURIBOR
* USD LIBOR rates will be discontinued after June 30, 2023 and will be replaced by SOFR
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INTERVAL_PERCENT_CHANGELAST_PRICE PRIOR_CLOSE_MIDPX_HIGH PX_LOW CHG_PCT_1DCHG_PCT_1MCHG_PCT_YTD
Index Close % Daily % M YTD Futures % Change
DJIA 32246.55 1.17 -4.67 -2.72 32245.00 -0.01
S&P 3960.28 1.76 -2.91 3.15 3964.00 0.08
Nasdaq 11717.28 2.48 -0.59 11.95 12616.75 0.26
DJ EuroStoxx50 4116.98 2.03 -3.69 8.52 4155.00 0.70
FTSE 100 7410.03 0.89 -7.43 -0.56 7460.00 0.74
CAC 40 7025.72 2.03 -4.38 8.53 7081.50 N/A
DAX 14967.10 1.57 -3.33 7.49 15061.00 0.48
IBEX 35 8890.20 1.50 -4.74 8.03 8956.00 N/A
FTSE MIB 25918.76 1.38 -6.60 9.33 26220.00 N/A
Nikkei 27333.79 1.20 -0.65 4.75 27070.00 1.08
Hang Seng 19203.91 1.75 -5.69 -1.22 19556.00 2.17
DFM General 3306.81 0.85 -3.55 -0.03 N/A N/A
MSCI Tadawoul 9976.65 -0.72 -5.42 -4.79 N/A N/A

PRIOR_CLOSE_MID CHG_PCT_1DCHG_PCT_5DCHG_PCT_YTD
Leb. Mrkts Closing Px High Low % Daily % Weekly YTD
Solidere A 109.70 111.50 97.00 -4.28 31.25 72.41
Solidere B 106.50 110.00 97.00 0.00 30.84 76.47

PX_YEST_HIGHPX_YEST_LOW
Company Ticker Market Cap Date Time Estimate Year Ago
Nike, Inc NKE US $185.9 B 21-Mar-23 After-mkt 0.51 0.87
Gamestop Corpor GME US $6.2 B 21-Mar-23 After-mkt -0.16 -0.47
HealthEquity, Inc HQY US $5.5 B 21-Mar-23 After-mkt 0.20 0.09
Accenture plc ACN US $169.7 B 23-Mar-23 Pre-mkt 2.49 2.54
General Mills GIS US $47.4 B 23-Mar-23 Pre-mkt 0.90 0.84
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(17-03-23) EA- Labor Cost Q4; Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices MoM FEB
(21-03-23) AU- RBA Meeting Minutes report
(21-03-23) EA- ZEW Survey - Economic Sentiment MAR
(21-03-23) DE- ZEW Survey - Economic Sentiment, Current Situation MAR
(21-03-23) CA- BoC Consumer Price Index Core YoY FEB; Consumer Price Index FEB
(22-03-23) GB- Retail Price Index FEB; PPI Core Output YoY n.s.a FEB
(22-03-23) GB- Consumer Price Index FEB; Core Consumer Price Index YoY FEB
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Systemic-Risk Fears Put an End to 2023 Stock Market Miracle
It's one thing when crypto gets flattened by a fired-up Federal Reserve, or moonshot online stocks fall back
to earth as rates soar. But when central bank policy starts biting into banks, investors know they have bigger
problems on their hands. Fear of systemic risk ripped across markets this week, when investors who
thought they'd survived the worst of Jerome Powell's war against inflation suffered their biggest stretch of
losses in 5 months. Bank shares assumed to be redoubts of safety in a rising-rate world, led the plunge,
posting their worst week since the Covid crash. While the jury is out on whether the failure of SVB Financial
Group bespeaks pervasive risk to the financial system, hints that it did were enough to strike fear into
investors who last month were sitting on gains approaching 10% for 2023. The advance dwindled to less
than 1% at the end of Friday and bulls are left with a twisted hope that things may be so bad that Powell's
Fed won't dare raise rates much more from here. "This situation is going to lead the Fed to move more
incrementally," said chief investment strategist at MAPsignals. "Everyone was worried in the back of their
minds about something breaking people think, 'well this is the thing that's breaking.'" This week's events
dented a main plank of the bull case for stocks essentially that nobody was being hurt much by rising rates.
Consumers and large firms, the story went, insulated themselves from Powell's zeal by locking in loans back
when yields were nothing. But banks have emerged as an exception to that hope as higher rates saddle
lenders with paper losses on bond portfolios and lure depositors away. If too many defect, the paper losses
can quickly turn into realized ones. For investors broadly the question becomes whether anxiety over the
banking system is enough to fuel another major down-leg in a bear market that began 14 months ago.
Skittish traders are aware that the financial crisis crash of 2008 didn't see its worst stretch until about a year
into the selloff, when the Lehman Brothers failure sent the S&P down 30% starting in September of that
year.
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EURUSD
The EUR/USD pair is defending its auction above the round-level resistance of 1.0600
in the early Tokyo session. The major currency pair is looking to hold a bullish bias as
the interest rate decision of 50 basis points (bps) rate hike by the European Central
Bank (ECB) has trimmed the Federal Reserve (Fed)-ECB policy divergence.

GBPUSD
GBP/USD clings to mild gains around 1.2150 heading into Friday’s London open. In
doing so, the Cable pair remains firmer for the second consecutive day amid
downbeat US Dollar, as well as due to the price-positive catalysts. It should be noted,
however, that the cautious mood ahead of the next week’s key monetary policy
meetings from the (BoE) and the Federal Reserve (Fed), as well as the final voting on
the Brexit verdict, keeps the Cable buyers chained.

USDJPY
USD/JPY price is heading down, looking to test the 130.00 mark on the back of softer
US Treasury (UST) yields. Although the soft footing of the US Dollar across the board
is not indicating anything significant yet, USD/JPY bounced on Thursday due to
stabilization in UST yields. The risk aversion environment earlier in the week, led by a
liquidity crunch among banks, prompted UST to fall.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
A strong rebound by financials helped Wall Street's main indexes close firmly
positive on Thursday, after some of the country's largest lenders came to the
rescue of embattled First Republic Bank. Meta and Snap climb as U.S. threatens
Tiktok ban.

EUROPE
European shares jumped on Thursday as a lifeline from the Swiss National Bank
to Credit Suisse ease fears of a global banking crisis, offsetting concerns around
the European Central Bank's big 50-basis point interest rate hike.

ASIA
Japan’s Nikkei share average ended higher on Friday, led by banking and
electronics stocks, as easing worries over crisis at U.S. private lender Silicon
Valley Bank and Swiss bank Credit Suisse Group propped sentiment.


